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SUMMARY 

This paper discusses the various aethods that can be used 
to analyse and forcast energy demand in developing 
countries; it stresses the limitations of traditional 
econometrie methode and spee.ka in .favor of "end-u•e" 
(or "tecllnico-êooneœic") methode. 

It, then, presenta a new model - MEDEE-S - that haa been 
especially deaigned to deal with energy demand in 
developing countries. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The emergence f!f :technico~economic methode . of en.e·I-'8Y 

demand analysis and fo.r.ecaating 

Before the first oU. crisi.a of 1973-74, energy 

policy maker.e were mabily concerned with •nergy supply: 

th.e demand for commercial e'nergy was growing rapidly ·and 

their main problem wa1 bov to meet this demand. 

Energy plannina vas oriented towarda an &lseaaïaent 

of energy reaourcea and a choiee between variou1 proeel'8ing 

methods for these resource1: refined modela vere u•ed 

to optimize the energy supply (hl'• linear prog·rammiug 

type model). Energy demand waa , coneidered as an exogeneoùa 

parameter in the energy planning prooess and wae assumed 

to grow on the basis of past trende in a deter1iliniatic way• 

Very aimple methode were used to analyze and forcaat energy 

demand that will be referred to in this paper as "tracii

tional" econometrie method•. 

In most countries, the immediate reaction of energy 

policy makers to the oil criais was also "supply oriented": 

intensification or implementation of a nuclear programme' 

diversification of oil importa; expansion of the production 

of domestic resources •••• There was a grèdual recognition 

that aupply strategies -tlould not solve all the problems 

and that energy demand management policies should be 

imple~nted to accelerate the move away from oil. Energy 

demand growth was no longer considered as deterministi'c 

but rather aa flexible, eapecially in the long term, and 

could be i'nfluenced· by energy policy tools; this idea 

being aupported by the fact that the hiatorical relation8hip 

between energy cona·umption and GDP had be en largely al tered, 

in most countries, . after the oil criais.' This energy demand 

management became an important component in energjr pla~i~g. 
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Th~a change in attitude . towards energy demand was acç,ompanied . 

by a queationing of the traditional econometrie methoda, 

uaed until then to study ene:rgy demand, and by the develop

ment of new. methods., often called "end-use methode" .. , which 

we will refef to in thispaper as "technico-econom:f.:c methode .... 

This paper will first explain why traditional 

econometrie method,s are no longer conaidered as suitable 

in the present situation for the evaluation of e~er_gy 

dèmand in the long term,._ It will then characterize exactly 

what it meant by technico-economic methode and propose a 

claasificotion of these methods (1). The rest of th.e 

paper will be devoted to the presentation of a moclel -

MEDEE-S that bas . been especially designed to evaluate · 

energy demand in developi;nl countriea .• 
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THE TRADITIONAL ECONOMETRie METHODS AND '}liEIB .LOOJ!.flONS 

The prineiple of econometrie modela -i• •implea . 

they uee macro~conomic iridicatora (Groas Domestic Product, 

iUCOme, value adde·d for each 88'Ctor; en&rgy priee•, et·o.-) 

to calcula te · the level of energy dèmand, overall or for·· 

each sector of conaumpti(>n:, . and . f-or. eaob form of elierey 

or for e.ll forma combined~· The cboice of relation• and 

indioators (explicative vari'ablea) , may correapond to tvo. 

different philosophieaa either a repreaentatioD of 

phenomene., auch that they oan be accounted for within a 

theory (e~g.· "KLEM modela, logit modela); or the tranaia• 

tion int-o matb'ematio'al form of purely statiatical relation

shfps,- with no particular reference to any theorriical 

causal explanat.ioil; the approacb here being priDiar:Uy 

empiricala 

The moat generally used modela are, however, fairly 

simple itatatiatical modela", :in whioh the energy demand 

(E) (totai or iiectoral) is calculated uaing the levele of 

activity (A) or of incomes and sometimea energy priees 

(P), as follows: E = A P (where and are output/ 

income and priee elasticitles respeotiTèly). 

Until the 'ene·rgy crisis in 1973-1974, thete modela 

fowid undilputed favour with producers and governmente, 

for three main reasons. Firstly, auch modela have alway• 

appeared; to both èngineera and economlats, as highly 

"acientific"; they were the 'mâthematical expreasion of 

duly recorded data and as auch they vere comparable to 
phyaioal modela and supposed to be almost aa accurate. 

Secondiyl they were seen aa a ayritheaizing but eXhaustive 
' repreaentation of the set of complex mechaniama li.ing 

the economy to energy dëinand; consequently, they were 

auppoaed to have the ad:vantage of very bi&h consiatency, 
vhich alao atrengthened their "acientific" appearance. 
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Lastly, it is quite true that ai long as these modela 

were applied to limited time-acales (5 to 10 years) and in 

situations of · regular economie growth and stable energy 

priees, they provided reliable ar.•wsra. 

After 1973-197", the radical change in the energy 

and economie situation (with economie recession in many 

countriea) ahowed that the econometrie modele used •o far 

were unable to account satisfactorily for the effect on 

energy demand of rapid increases in energy priees ("priee 

effect") and of changes in economie structures. More 

generally, these modele turned out to be unauitable for 

studying the relationship between energy demand and ) 

economie growth, and, in particular for testing alterna

tive energy demand management policies. These limitations 

are basically the re1ult of the inaufficient level of 

disaggregation in these modela and of their heavy depen

dance on the past. 

In these modela, "priee effect" ia accounted for by 

.means of coefficients of elasticity (long term elastici

tiea) which are deemed to "summarize" the set of relations 

between energy priees and demand; for example, the priee 

elasticity of household energy demand will integrate the 

influence of priees on the level of satisfaction of house

hold needs, on changes in existing equipment (e.g. energy 

substitutions), and on the choice of new equipment. 

These priee elasticities may in fact be compared to "black 

boxes" which convert priee changes into changes in energy 

demand, with no need to know what goes on inside. In our 

opinion, using the concept of elasticity to account for 

priee effect in forecasting etudies gives rise to a certain 

number of difficulties: 
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These elasticitiea are difficult to measure. We aee 

proof of this in the wide range of values given to elast_i

city coefficients in the literature (2). Theae diecrepan

cies are largely due to the fact that energy priees etagnated, 

or even decrèased slightiy, during the 1960s and the begin

Ding of the 1970s (the period used for the calculations), 
. . . 

so that i t is :·difficÙl t to establish a correlation between 

rapidly growing .consumption and priees which varied little. 

With respect to evaluation carried out after 1973-74, two 

observations may be made: on the one band, the period of 

observation is usually too short to give an ac.curate indica

tion of long term reaction to priee change, which takes 

plàce slowly and mainly with the renewal of capital stock; 

on the other band, the priee effect ia diffieult to isolate 

from non~priee effeets in the variation of energy cons~ption 

(and the elastieity captures all the priee and non-priee 

effeet); 

Even if theae "past elasticities" could be correctly 

measured, they cannot satis!actorily be us~d for forecast

ing purposes, for one thing, if the elaeticities used 
. · . . 

have been measured over a pre-criais period, there is no 

symmetry between the demand variations cauaed by a decrease 

and by a rise in priees, and for another, elaaticity is ,. 

a atatic concept which reflects consumer behaviour within 

a given situation and structures, with specified priee 

levels and ra~ges of variation: in the medium and long 

term, the effect of new risee cannot be inferred . direct~y 

from the effects of past risee (existence of discontinui

ties and thresholds). 

The relationship between energy demand and economie 

growth ia accounted for in overall terms through macroeconomie 

aggregates (GDP, value added, etc.). Consequently, it is 

difficult or impossible to take into account the effects on 

energy demand of the multiple facets of economie and social 

devel.opment (changes in !ife-styles, modes of transport and 
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accomcxtatioil, etc.) or, in other words, to · identit.y the 

e.xisting margina of freedom for modulating the relation 

between energy demand and GDP. This is especially true for 

developihg oountriee· where, typically, there are wide 

differences betw·een social classes and in the growth of 

the economie sectors, and where development can thus cause 

·major stru•tural changes: some etudies have shown that 

these "structural effects" may have a significant influence 

on the level and composition of energy demand for a given 

rate of ·economie growth. In addition, this aggregate view 

of demand does not reveal what are the policy variables 

for managing (or controlling) the growth of energy demand 

.in volume and 'in structure (energy savings~ substit:utionat 

etc.)~ these variables being most useful when planning a 

policy of energy savings and/or substitutions (3). 
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THE TECHNICO-ECONOMIC METHODS 

These methode were fir.st developed in order to analyze, 

in some industrialized countries, the long-term•effects on 

demand of higher energy priees and of energy savings policies 

( e • g • France wi th MEDEE, UK wi th 1 eaoh, USA with CONAES); 

since recently, auch methode have been applied to some 

developing countries or regions. Although there may be 

certain differences from one study to another, these methode 

are nevertheless based on the same general approach: 

detailed representation of end-uses: for example, 

oooking and lighting for households or thermal 

energy for industrial processes, etc., 

calculation; for each end-use, of the demand for 

useful and final energy, on the basie of technical, 

~cori.-omic - aiid ·s·oc:ïiàl indicators, usually measured 

in physical units (auch an Bpproach deals explicitly 

with the equipment used by energy consumera), 

- use of a scenario approach to account for the . 
development of all factors which depend on policy 

options both in the energy field and elsewhere, 

use of a model to t,anslate the scenarios in terme 

of useful energy and final energy demand. 

The distinction between useful and final energy makes 

it possible to distinguish two components in the energy 

demand; on the one band, the "useful energy", directly 

related to the level of development of the country; on the 

other band, the transformation of useful energy into final 

energy, which is related, to the type of energy and equip

ment .used (end-use efficiency). Tbt:s with this distinction 
•·. 

made, it is possible to dissociate ,. in the growth of energy 

demand the influence of lifestyles and more generally of the 

style of development, from the influence of changes more related 

to energy (i~ particular the effect of energy policies). In 

addition, tbis distinction can measure the effeot of energy 
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substitutions et the level of total demand, especielly 

for energy products with very different end-use efficiency; 

for instance, the replacement of fossil fuels by electricity 

in some industrielized countries, or the change-over from 

non-commercial to commercial forms of energy in the develop

ing countrie's ·. Thus, this type of epproacb requires e 

very thorough etetement of the essumptions concerning 

future changes in the striètly technological factors as . 

well as in the style of economie and social development. 

Tllc different technico-economic a:,proaches may, to 

e c~n··cl'j_ ~,., ex:tent, be claseified accordine to t h e type of 
;. 

~1oo. el al1.ù scenario used ( 1). 

li'h "ot there are "eeonornetric oo4cls," in tlhich the 

pro~rcesion of most of the social aml economie indicatora 

(levels '' i a'cti~i tics, treffic ·, etc·.), t h e choie es betveen 

al ter11ative equipment or processes, .an<l t h e substi tutioris 

betveen cli:i:ferent forma of energy arc endo r~enous and· essen• 

tiolly "be.sec1 on econometrie relationeh i p s. Th cse modele have 

the aèi.van:l:;ar;e of oaldn~ energy projecti ons more consistent 

at t h e nacr oeconomic level; their drawllacl:s are that they 

are over-de~endent on the past. 

Hext there are "accounting fllOdels, n in '"h ich the 

pro c;ressi on of most variables is exo~enous and defined wiihin 

ti•.e · :ll4 ru:leltork of a scenario, the raain function c f the mo del 

hein:3 tc perform rapidly a whole series of tnul ti1::licntions 

em1 EH~.c1i·~ions ( thuai, they are _ accountin.:_~ tools rather than 

real mo ùels). In the•e m.odels changes in t b e social .end 

economie structures in the. technolot,.ry (enc1 in pa.rticular energy 

savin:~; s ) , end in the energy mix are exo ~enous a.nd specifi'ed in 

t h e sceua:do, which thus plays e key rcle. User• . of theiJe modela 

must t '1er e i ore have very accurate }{noHledee of the social, 

eccnou ic end technical problems lin!ced to ener r,-y. The MEDEE-S 

mctlel ·t i>.et l'lill be doscribed below belon:::,:s t o t h is category 

( ns l-reJ. l as NEDEE--2 • 
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!i"J.nally, there· are "systemic moil.els", in which the 

prc cr.essi on of most social and economie factors and the 

technological options are endogenous to the model and 

simulated on the basis of relationships aimed at "sticking" 

as clo~ely as possibl~ to real phenomene, such as behavioural 

relationshipa and possibly econometrie relationships. These 

modela thus require previous analysis to be made of the 

mechanisms by which energy demand develops, · and of ii;• 

determinants; this analysis is then formalized into the model. 

MEDEE-3 is an example of this type of model (~) • . 

Technico-economic methods have a nurnber of advantages ': 

which to a great extent explain their popularity. Firstly, 

they provide simple, transparent an•wers. to a number of 

questions concerning the long-term development of energy matter&J 

the impact of contrasting energy policies, especially with 

regards to enèrgy savings and the development of sub•titutes 

for hydrocarbons, the effect for the style of development on 
energy demand, etc. Secondly, theae methode allow a botter 

analysis of the supply of final energy by investigating the 

balance of supply and demand at a more detailed level (taking 

account of temperatures, or of spatial dimension, for instance)., 

Finally, with these methode the major demand determinants are · 

made explicit, particularly the variables of action to control 

the long-term development in energy demand. 

The use of these methode also raises some problems: 

they require a large quantity of data and information and they 

rely heavily on scenarios which must be designed carefully to 

avoid inconsistencies, especially in the interface between 

macroeconomie development and technological changes. The 

consistency problem may be solved in part by using complementary 

economie modela and structured .scenario methode (5). With 

regard to the information required, in our opinion, this aspect 

should on no aècount be an argument against using technico

economic methode or an excuse for using aggregate methode; 

rather, they should be the starting-point for deta research. 
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THE·· MEDEE-S MODE,L 

Inapired . by the MEDEE approach, the l>'lEDEE-S mod.el waa 

developed to evaluate energy demand in developing countries, 

It is a technico-economic accounting type model whose logic 

i• àkin to thnt of MEDEE-2. Nevertheless MEDiE~s was conceived 

in a very different way from MEDEE .. 2 - it was compl~tely 

rewritten - drawing on the experience gained from the MEDEE-2 

and l1EDEE-3 modele and using an analysis of energy demand 

determinants from. various developing countri~a (6), 

The underlYing aime of the model 

Four main objectives governed the creation of this 

modela 

- First of all to have a sufficiently general represen-
-. - ~· 

tation of energy consumption which would be relevant whatever 

the festures and development level of the country examined and 

the information available were. Thus the breekdown level, i,e, 

the type of sectors, end-uses or energy sources examinedmay be ' 

easily adapted for each country: in the same way, certain 

calculations can .be made using various alternative methode (e,g, 

several alternàtive relationships for a single variable). 

- To reatrict the number of scenario variables in order 

to oimplify the description of scenarios and to limit any 

rlsks of inconaistency; in the same way we endeavoured to 

retain the most ·tl'elevant and most currently used indicators 

as scenario variables to characterise both the nature of the 

aocio.;..economic development -and the policies on energy demand 

management .• 

-To adapt the modelling to the information available 

(or likely to be available); . this bas led to the adoption of 

a very different modelling from one . sector or end-use to another 

(this creates a certain dissymmetry in the model) and to the 

s~lection of indicators normally found in national and inter

national statistics as well as in energy surveys, as the energy 

demand determinants (that is as explicative variables). 
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- Tc have, as far as computing is concerned, a language 

sufficiently standardised so that the model can be transferred 

onto the largost possible number of computera at the least cost 

(greater "portability" of the computing model). 

Th e model is thus a very simple tool which can be 

"redesigned" for each particular situation. For each sector 

it hes e "basic module" used in all situation and "supple-, 

mentary modules" which may be added to these basic modules to 

provide a more detailed modelling on a particular sector of 

end-use. In a way these supplementary modules throw more 

ligh t on (or expand) important sectors or end ... uses. 

He will give a description of the model's general 

structure later in the paper. Before doing so, we will recall 

the main characteristics of the accounting models, emphasising 

the originality of MEDEE-S in comparison with other modele of 

this tyr.,?e. 

lU thnugh they are simple as far as mathematical formu

lation is concerned - and perhaps because of this - these modela 

have severa! advantages which explain and largely justify their 

development: 

- First of all they give a transparent outline for 

understanding energy demand by clearly showing the driving 

varieties of this demand and therefore showing on which 

variables energy policies can act to control the development 

of energy demand. 

- They can be used to eetablish energy consumption 

"balance sheets" by end-uses these evaluations being made by 

suècessive iterations, juggling with the values of the different 

parameters until the balance sheet consumption by sector is 

returned. 
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- These models meant that the implications of certain 

changes or socio-economic scenarios on the evolution of energy 

demand can be openly and rapidly quantified (no hidden mecbanisms 

or "black boxes"): they therefôr.e ap.pear as tools which trans

cribe scenarios or socio-economic and technical changes into 

energy terms. 

- Lest but not leest, the use of these modele means that 

information requirements can be identified and therefore provide 

a framework for the collection of daté necessary for actual 

and future energy consumption evaluation. 

In comparison with other accounting models the origi

nality of MEDEE-S stems from the following aspects which we 

will comment on later in the paper: the method of understanding 

useful energy, the choice of scenario variables, the breakdown 

method and finally the existence of consistency controle and 

tests. The most important aspect by far is that concerning 

useful energy and we will devote quite e lot of space to this 

aspect so that it is clearly understood. 

In l".iEDEE-S the approach in terme of useful energy is not 

systemetic and is only used for substitutable uses. To under

stand this, we must recall the two major reasons which led to 

the. introduction of useful energy into accounting modele: ·i.e. 

to measure the impact of the energy substitutions of enêrgy 

sources with different efficiencies on oonsumption levels, and 

to take into account improvements in efficiencies. Efficiencies 

gains can be taken into account directly at final energy level 

for non-substitutable uses and therefore it seems superfluous 

to resort to uoeful energy. 

The evaluation of useful energy is rarely made in absolute 

value when dealing with substitutable uses but rather in relative 

value - called "pseudo-useful energy" - which in essence is the 

same thing. The evaluation of energy consumption in terms of 

· use.ful energy is a delicate process for numerous end-uses (cooking, 

lighting, industriel uses); the definition itself of useful 
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energy often being ambiguous and the useful energy difficult 

to measure (for exemple difficulties in ceasuring efficiencies). 

This approach to understanding useful energy has been used for 

many years in India where coal is taken as the reference energy 

and the 11pseudo..;useful energy" is measured in "ton coal replace

ment". (7). 

The approach in terme of useful energy (or pseudo-useful) 

amounts to the fact that a useful energy consumption level can 

be defined for each use, independently of the techniques used, 

and that the substitution of one energy for another means a 

variation in consumption levels oniy according to the efficiency 

differences. But in many cases this approach seems to us to be 

far removed from reality as energy or technique substitutions 

bring about behavioural changes. This problem was presently 

encountered when the MEDEE models were applied in industriel 

countries for heating, cooking and hot wnter uses. It is a 

problem which certainly existe in developing countries where 

the substitution of electric lighting for traditional lighting 

methode takes place and probably also when cooking fuels are 

changed. In both these situations, the difference in consump

tion before and after substitution cannot be explained simply 

by examining tbeefficiencies~ A socio-culturel dicension must 

be added to th~technical one• In order to take this phenomenon 

into account a new coefficient ("substitution coefficient") 

has been introduced. This coefficient encompasses the differences 

in efficiencies and measures the real variation in consumption 

when substitutions are made. It can be measured as a ratio of 

final energy consumptions and can be observed and measured in 

surveys. If the behavioural effect is negligible this coefficient 

will represent an efficiency (absolute or relative according to 

the situation) ·. 

Another pecuiiarity of MEDEE-S is that it has a limited 

number of scenario variables in view of its breakdown level. 

This latter aspect is firstly obtained by using only exogenous 

variables as scenar1o variables for wh.ich the long term develop

ment remains fairly open (basically variables related to political 

choices or external changes): for the other exogenous variables 
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only a tendential development independant of the scenarios 

is examined. Endogenous calculation mechanisms ar.e then 

introduced to representthe development of certain variables 

normally considered as exogenous: parallel development of 

a sector or end-use with another sector or end-use, reproduc

tion of initial structures for unimportant energ~~s or end-~s·•~·~· 

Furthermore,~· the selection of scenario v ariables and the 

method of expressing their development (indices, absolute values, 

or growth rate for example) was made in such a way as to faci

litate the work of scenario writing and make its content easier 

to read. 

The energy consumption breakdown metbod is not theore

tical or fixed but may be easily adapted according to whatever 

aspects are to be emphasised in the exploration of the future 

development of energy consumption and according to the infor

mation available. 

Finally, as we have emphasised, the multiplication of 

scenario variables, and therefore of assumptions, increases 

the risk of inconsistency. To compensate for this risk, 

numerous consistency tests and controle have been introduced 

into the model in order to assist users and enable them to 

judge the consistency of certain developments or resulta in 

comparison with the initial assumption. 

Description of the MEDEE-S model. 

The model is made up of a certain number of "basic 

modules" which cover the main energy consumer sectors. Despite 

the relevance of other kinds of breakdown for analysing energy 

demand determinants in developing countries (modern sector/ 

traditional sector, urban system/rural system ••••• ), the sectors 

type approach seemed to us the only feasible one at the modelling 

level in t hat most social, economie and energy statistics favour 

such a breakdown. 
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The model considere 5 sectors or "basic modules": 

industry, households, agriculture, transport and services. 

We will show these different sectors in turn. Although 

presented separately they are not of course independant of one 

another. 

Agriculture (and fishing) 

The main uses of energy to be considered in this sector 

are mechanical energy for irrigation (wind energy, diesel 

engines, animal energy, solar pumps ••• ) and traction (e.g. fuel 

for tractors, animal energy), propulsion energy for fishing 

beats (fuel, wind energy •••• ) and perhaps, in certain countriea, 

the enerey used for the conservation and drying of agriculture! 

products (wood, fuel, solar energy •••• ). Because of the 

comparatively saall share of this sector in total commercial 

energy consumption (generally lese than 5%) a fairly rough 

breakdown should be sufficient. The development of energy 

requirements in agriculture (excluding fishing) will be closely 

linked to the development of farming technology (mechanization, 

irrigation, use of waste •••• ) and thus it would eppear expedient 

to distinguish between traditional subsistance farming and 

modern intensive farming. Moreover, it may be relevant to 

identify homogeneous products as far as growth is concerned: 

for instance, export crops (sugar, coffee •••• ), energy crops 

and other crops. 

The agricultural sub-model is characterised by a basic 

module which encompasses all agricultural production and a 

supplementary module which erables the isolation of certain 

productions which are particularly important as far as energy 

conlumption and sector gro.th are concerned. 

The •basic module" is made up of two alternative versions 

which are used according to the information available. The 

first version considere the agricultural production in terme of 

value added and takes into account three end-uses (motor fuel, 

thermal uses and electricity) characterized by their "energy 

content" (energy consumption per unit of value added). The 
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second version links energy consumption to the equipment 

techniques used in this sector. 

Four types of energy uses are examined: tractors, for 

working the land and transporting agricultural products; boats 

for fishing9 irrigation techniques and water pumping; and 

thermal uses. Each use is characterized by the type of equip

ment used and its unitary energy consumption: for example, 

irrigation considere gravitation, diesel pumps, electric pumps ••••• 

The "supplementary module" shows agricultural production 

in physical terme and can be. combined wi th one or ether of the 

basic variants. 

Agricultural policy, and therefore the agricultural sub

scenerio, will be characterised by the rate of agricultural 

production growth and possi,bly by the importance of certain 

productions, by the choice of techniques used (mechanisation) 

and lastly by the type of equipment used (types of energy us.ed/ 

efficiencies). 

Industry 

The breakdown of industry should be operated on the basie 

of the following principles: 

- The main energy intensive industry consumera (steel 

production, construction materiels, ammonia, nitrogenous 

fertilizers ••••• ) should be identified and looked at in detail, 

in arder to graap the trends in specifie energy consumption 

and the type of energy required (e.g. steel production on a gas, 

coke, electricity of charcoal basis), as well as the possibili

ties for recycling waste (scrap iron); 

- The other industriel sectors should be grouped into a 

few major categories, which make it possible to characterize 

accurately the nature of industriel development (e.g. agricul

tural and food industries, capital goods industries ••••• ) The 

choice of the sectors to be examined will depend on the country, 
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its level of development and the availibility of agricultural 

. and mineral reeources. This choice shou ld mak e it possible in 

particalar to simulate alternative scenarios on the international 

division of labour, the strategies of valoriaation of national 

resources, and the extent to which the nGtional economies depend 

on t h e international market: in short, scenarios on the various 

patterns of economie and industrial development. 

- .b. breakdown according to major u ses should be 

introduced~ specifie uses of electricity (electrolysis, 

electronics, small engines), other mechanical uses, and 

t h ermal uses according to t h e different temperature levels 

(low, médium and h igh temperature) in order to analyse more 

accurately t h e possibilities of enerey substitutions and 

development of new energy and techniques (solar energy, heat 

pumps, cogeneration •••• ). 

The industrial sub-mod el is made of a basic. module and 

two supplementary modules "iron and steel production" and 

"energy intensive products". These supplementary modules are 

optional and may be considered or not, together or separately, 

and all k inds of combinations may be examined; in those modules, 

energy consumption is related to the volume of physical produc

tion and tc the production processes used. 

~e basic module encompasses all t h e industrial sectors 

except for those production already tek en into account in the 

supplementary modules. The number and t~es of sector examined 

can be chosen. Nevertheless three sectors at lea.st must be 

e:x:amined. in the majority of countries because their relative 

size characterizes t he type of industriel specialisation: 

intermed.iary goods (metals, construction materials)~ industrial 

and household equipment (cars, machines •••• )~ consumer goods 

(textiles, food). 

In the basic module the projection of energy consumption 

by energy type is deduced from t h e development of value added 

for each sector, then from t h e developmen t of "energy content" 

by main u ses ("fuel", "specifie electricity" and "thermal uses") 

and finally from t h e r ole played by each en ergy in competitive 
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(substi tu table) uses (thermal uses) •' Energy content may vary 

within the model due to a "structure effect", related to the 

sector but independent of the end-uses and due to a "technical 

effect", related to the end-use but independant of the sector. 

To project the penetration of different energies for 

competitive thermal uses, two alternative approaches may be 

used in the basic module: one favours an analysis of ~·enetra

tion possibilities according to the type of thermal uses 

(temperature level) and does not differentiate between sectors; 

the other examines thermal uses as a whole (independant of the 

temperéture level) but differentiates between sectors. 

In these two variants, the penetration of new techniques 

and energy forme in replacement of fossil fuels is first of all 

specified; then the market share between all the fossil fuels 

in competition is defined. These rates of penetration will 

characterize the energy policy with respect to the diffusion 

of new technologies·. The substitution between fossil fuels (i.e. 

the changes in their relative market shares) will reflect the 

priorities given by energy policy-makers to each fossil fuel. 

In order to avoid a multiplication of assumptions on these markets 

shares, and thus simplify the scenario description, the fossil 

fuels are classified in two categories. The firet one includes 

what we may call the "strategie fuels" because their future 

development is strongly related to policy choices; the rates of 

penetration of the·se strategie fuels are considered as scenario 

variables. The other categories consider all the other fuels 

whose relative market shares are deduced from the initial situa

tion. 

In this eub-model, the secario will specify: 

the change in the relative share of each sector in 

the industrial value added as well as in the produc

tion of energy intensive products, as a characteristic 

of the industriel policy~ 
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the changes in the energy content and unitary consump
-tion, as a consequence of the enere;y saving polic.y; 

- the penetration of the various techniques as a result 

of the energy substitution policies. 

Housebolds 

Most of the energy at present used by households in the 

developing countries is for cooking. The rest of the energy 

used io for lighting, and, in certain temperate or continental 

zones, for heating. Distinctions in this sector should also 

teke into account the other energy uses '"hich are likely to 

become more widespread if average incomes rise (domestic hot 

,,.ater, electrical household appliances, air-conditioning} ,. 

Different social groups should be distinguished in order 

to take into account the social heterogeneity, i.e. differences 

in life styles. This breakdown into social groups makes it 

also possible to integrate the affect of changes in social 

structure on energy demand. 

In large countries with substantiel regional disparities 

'"h ich resul t in different degrees of access to commercial and 

non-commercial forme of energy (electrification or not in 

certain zones, difficulty of access tc t h e distribution network 

or p etroleum products, availability to t h e biomass ••••• }, or 

with differences in climate, a breakdown on t h e basie of major 

regions is necessary. Thus the diseggregation should be 

operated in several ways~ end-use;, social groups (including 

urban/rural distinction), regions •••••• 

TI: e "household" sub-model considera two main end-uses: 

cooking and lighting. To t h ese end-uses may be added in supple

mentary modules a representation of four oth er uses: "heating" 

"water h eating" "cooking" and "electrice! appliances'L The 

adaptation of the model to a specifie country will consist 

i n selecting the most appropriate combination of modules. If 

only t he basic module is considered, the end-use "cooking" will 
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have to include other uses of fuels (heating for instance) and 

the end-use "lighting" all the uses of electricity. 

The population may be divided into a certain number of 

categories.To the uoui:il. breakdown between urban and rural house

holds• especially useful to account for the substitutions of 

commercial energy for non commercial energy, may be added a 

double breakdown into 'hreas" (region for rural households 

for instance, type of cities for urban household, for instance) 

and "social classes". These classes may be different for urban 

and rural households. They can be set upon the .basie of income, 

living standards (type of dwelling, size •••• ), or professional 

activity. for urban households. As tc rural households, the 

classification used should take into account the conditions of 

access to biomass (agricultural wastes, wood •••• ) and rely on 

the activity (agricult•ral or not), the possession or not of 

land, the level of monetarization•••••• 

The scenario will specify the following developments in 

this sector: 

- n~e change in the population distribution among the 

different categories (urban/rural, social classes, areas), 

as a characterization of the regional development policy and 

of the social policy. 

- the development in the level of satisfaction of people's 

needs, related to the progression of income and more generally 

to the country's style of development, and defined in terme 

of changes in people needs and equipment ownership. 

- energy substi tu ti ons·, as a consequence of the energy 

policy (supply policy, diffusion of new techniques ••••• ), and 

characterized by market shares; here also, as for the industrial 

model, only strategie fuels are considered in the scenario. 

In order to take into occount the various types of surveys 

usu&lly ~arried out in this sector, alternative modee of 

calculation may be considered for the supplementary modules: 

in particular, the approach in terms of social ~lasses is optional. 
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~ranspor.t 

Th e distinction, traditionally used in ·the industrialized 

countries, between the transport of goods and people remains 

relèvant although some of these activities are covered by 

veh icles which may be uaed for both . For t h e tran•port of 

people, an approach based on the mode of transport, purpose 

and household category, makes it possible to characterize 

trends in individual mobility, in subatitution between modea 

(foot-bike-car •••• ) and in the mode/mobility relationship 

(access to -auch and such a mode of transport generating new 

trips). A distinction betwe~n urban trips and trips between 

towns or from town to country, whenever possible, is necessary 

in that it is then possible to deal with homogeneous areas of 

Qubstitu tion between modes of transport• 

For the transport of goods, the distinction should also 

be :made between the modes of transport and, wh enever possible, 

distinguish short-distance trips, which are often made by 

vehicles having a high petrel consumption rate. Long-distance 

trips can be examined on ~he basis of major axes, in order to 

taire into àccount existing infrastructures and the possibilities 

of substitution between modes of .transport. 

The "transport" sub-model is mede up of a basic module 

in which 3 types of transport are distinguished: domestic 

passe1.ë.er transport, domestic transport of eoods and inter

national air and sea transport. A supplementary module 

enables a more detailed analysis of urban transport to be made. 

Three main types of passenger transport modes are distin

guished~ t hey are each modelled in a way different and relatively 

independent one from the ot her: domes t ic air transport whose 

traff ic is related t o the economie activity of a country and 

i t s geographie features, individuel motorised transport (e.g. · 

private car) whose development is rel&t ed to individuels' 

income Qnd government policy, and finally, public transport 

lJhose traff ic depends mainly on supply. All t hese modes are 
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characterized within the model by their capacity, their rate 

of use (distance covered, rate of occupation •••• ) and finally 

by the type of energy of fuel used. Although pertinent to 

the understanding of the development of mobility, the idea 

of identifying household classes was not introduced because· 

there is not enough information available. The volume of 

traffic is expressed in vehicles-km or nlaces-km rather than . ... 

passengers or passengers-km because energy consumption mainly 

relates to the first two kinds of indicators and because 

information on passenger traffic is often either inexistent 

or highly unreliable: the volume of passengers will however 

b.e estimated within the model for the sake of consistency~ 

Go~ds traffic is expressed in tons-km for long-distance 

transport (road, rail, water) and is related to the activities 

of those sectors which generate the need for transport (induetry 

and agric~t~re); short-distance road traffic is distinguished 

by the volume of vehicles-km. The road vehicle stock is 

distributed amongst different homogenous categories and road 

traftic is estimated from the vehicle stock and its use (km/ 
vehtcule, t/vehicle), and the energy used from fuel rates and 

the type of fuel used, The share of each different competitive 

mode can be expressed in two ways: either by fixing the 

contribution of each mode to the overall traffic volume in the 

scenario; or by specifying the volume of traffic provided by 

rail and w&ter transport, on the basie of developmebt objectives 

for thoir transport capacity development and then deducting 

the road contribution. 

The supplementary "urban transport" module gives further 

clarification on this kind of transport. Severa! different 

approaches are possible a.ccording to t-rhether or not different 

classes of urban households are distinguished or whether or 

not city classes are reasoned. The classification used here 

is obviously the same as for the household sub-model. The 

v~olume of traffic by mode of transport is related to the 

number of trips made by individuals, to the supply of public 

transport and to household car ownership, in almost the same 

way as in the basic mod~le. 
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The scenario enables the specification of the following 

developments in the transport sector: 

- the development of household car ownership, of public 

transport supply, and therefore of substitutions between modes, 

on the one band, and the development of goods traffiè by modes 

on the other, as a consequence of economie devèlopment and 

transport policy. 

- the develcpment cf vehicle stocks by type of fuel ueed 

and their unitary consumption, dependent on energy policy. 

Tertiary sector 

This sector is never easy to define as it groups together 

a multitude of often heterogeneous activities. However, it 

is possible to distinguisb between two gajor uses (specifie 

electricity and air-conditioning). In countries where tertiary 

activities account for a substantial share of overall energy 

consumption, a breakdown of major types of activity could be 

operated (offices, hotels, commercial establishments and 

artisan premises •••• ). Concerning commercial establishments 

and artisan premises, an urban-rural distinction could be made, 

if it io necessary to take into account the conditions of 

access to energy resources (e.g. electrification or not in 

the zones under consideration). For those countries where air

conditioning may become important; an approach based on climate 

zones should be considered. 

The "tertiary sector" sub-model is made up of one basic 

module and two supplementary modules, "heating" and "air

ccnditioning", which, ae their names imply, enable the identi

fication of determinants for heating and air-conditioning and 

their terme of development. 
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In the basic module, energy demand is related to employ

ment and subdivided into two end-uses~ specifie electricity 

uses (current uses of electricity) and thermal uses (all 

current uses of fuels)~ Two variante permit the introduction 

of either a breakdown in terme of activities whose number is 

variable (businesses/hotels ..... modern sector/tradi ti.onal 

sector or a breakdown of all activities by area, following 

the example of the "household" sub-m.odel. In the first case, 

t he distribution of energies for thermal uses may be defined 

by sector and in the second case by area. 

The scenario will specify the development of the tertiary 

sector by sub-aector or by areas (according to the variant 

used) as well as energy substitutions. 
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CONCLUSION 

As a conclusion, we shall merely recall the different 

phases involved in the application of the MEDEE-8 model: 

the definition of the model structure, the preparation of the 

data bases; and the construction of scenarios, emphasizing 

t he major difficulties likely to be encountered. 

The definition of the model structure (i.e. the partition 

of t he economie system into homogeneous sub-groups) ahould 

depend upon the objectives pursued by the modeller, the data 

availebility and the characteristics of the country under 

study. The level of disaggregation should make it possible 

to take account of the effect on energy demand of policy 

options and more generally of changes in the pattern of 

development adopted by the country. Of course, each country 

can be characterized by specifie energy and economie perspec

tives, l'lhich implies to adapt in each particular case the dis

aggregation. Nevertheless, many common features, · characteris

tics of under-development, may be found in the majority of 

countries, and should serve as a guideline to define the right 

disaggregation level: 

- rural exodus, declining role of agriculture, moderni

zation of techniques and replacement of human labor, monetari

zation of rural population •••• 

- rapid urbanization, concentration of population in 

large conurbations as development of poor suburbs. 

- existence of large income differentiais between social 

classes and of a fraction of the rural population poorly 

integrated to the market sector. 

- rapid increase of road transport, but public transport 

characterized by a poor quality and an insufficient capacity. 

- specialization of the industx·ial sector in a few produc

tions, 
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- heterogeneity of the deconomic set up, which resulta 

from the concentration of indus trial a.ctiv.i ti es in a few pol es. 

~ . substitution commercial/non commercial energy, partly 

linked to urbanization, rural electrification insufficient to 

meet people needs, in some countries existence of a "wood criais", 

spread of the distribution networks of modern energies (LPG, gas ••• ) ••• 

There are three kinds of data necessary for the application 

of ï1EDEE-S~ firstly, socio-economic data, cbaracterieing levels 

of economie activity or levels of need satisfaction, followed 

by "technical coefficients" (specifie conaumption of equipment, 

of modes of transport ••••• ), and finally data concerning equip

ment stocks per energy form (percentage of the market per energy 

form for cooking, drying ••••• ). The technical coefficients are 

probably the most difficult data to assess but present the 

advantage of being relatively etable from one country to another, 

if only because much equipment or many of the techniques used 

are the same in a great number of countries, and, in a first 

stage, transposition among countries may thus be envisaged; 

the other kinds of data are more specifie to the countries or 

regions studied. Socio-economic date involve a number of 

tradi tional indicators used by the U.N. or the lr/orld Bank to 

characterise the level of development of countries, and generally 

may thus be quite clearly identified. Data concerning market 

shares is certainly more difficult to collect and requires the 

use of market surveys or specifie etudies (often undertaken by 

energy producers). 

The construction of the scenario requires assumptions on 

the development of each scenario variable, thus involving the 

risk of inconsistency. The results beine directly linked to 

the scenario, and obviously to the quality of the data - and 

being meaningful only in terms of the scenario - it is important 

to work with relevant and coherent scenarios. In order to do 

this, the scenario writer will, ns far as possible, have to 

include in his scenarios, the conclusions of other prospective 

etudies on housing, on the development of transmort infrastruc

tures, on energy policy alternatives, ••••• as well as the 
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existing plans and sectoriel programmes. In any case, the 

use of MEDEE-S presupposes that the user is well acquainted 

w·i th t h e social, economie and technical problems related to 

energy: its use cannot, and must not be of the "press button" 

kind. The scenario writer should also take into account the 

interdependances between scenario variables. It ià, for 

example, absolutely necessary to make sure that the aaaumpe 

tions concerning the determinants of the future energy demand 

of the rural populations are not self-contradictory: popula

tion growth, rural exodus, availability of non-commercial 

fuels, rate of electrification, type of agricultural develop

ment ••••••• One possible way, which has been highly used with 

the MEDEE-2 and MEDEE-3 models, is to organise the scenario 

variables in a hierarchical structure, based on the overall 

structure of the system, as weil as on a decisional structure, 

characteristic of the country under study, which accounts 

for institutional and power relations between all decision 

makers • Finally, the scenario writer should include the 

feedback effectlil of energy development on economie activity 

(e.g. capital or currency requirements)~ this may imply 

iterations between the scenario and the forecast resulta. 

This type of accounting model shculd not be the final 

objective of energy demand evaluation and forecasting, but 

slouly as the data become satisfactory and the major i•sues 

have been identified through alternative and constrated 

scenarios, the model should be enriched so as to integrate 

endogenous procedures which simulate the behaviour of house

holds and industry with respect to their technical and energy 

choices. Then we come up with a systemic model of the MEDEE_;J 

type, which implies a careful analysis of the behaviour of 

economie actors and, more generally, of the dynamics of changes 

in energy demand determinants. 

·' 


